
 
 

Instant Gratification Does Not Help You Make the Progress You Really Want: 
Two Things You Need to Reach Your Goals 

Everything about the world today is starting to revolve around instant gratification. In a way, some 
technology is actually making it harder for us to stay healthy and stick with our goals. If you don’t believe 
me, let me tell you about a few of the technological and human changes that have occurred over the last 
decade and you make your own decision. Today, if you want your food cooked in a second, you put it in a 
what? A microwave. Now, food doesn’t have to be prepared well and food doesn’t really have to be good 
for you at all, but as long as you can have it quickly, most people will eat it. Not only does this speed up 
eating and make it more accessible, but the quality of the food is poor, the quantity is high and we are 
physically getting soft and more disease as a result.  

Today, if you want any piece of info in a split second anywhere in the world, you go on the what? The 
internet. I remember having to look up my own sources, qualify what I was reading and actually have to 
read books! Today’s youth not only get misinformed about many areas from the internet and lose their 
resourcefulness when it comes to education, but it again mandates that you spend hours upon hours a day 
sitting in poor postures getting out of shape.  

Today, if you want access to any person at any second, call them on their what? Cell Phone! This great 
device may make us accessible, but it is also helping us to lose our powers to memorize phone numbers, 
addresses, appointments, and increasing car accidents at the same time. All of these technological 
accelerators all have one thing in common: They are taking away our ability to think and experience. To 
me, that is very scary.  

Finally, I want to ask one more challenging question about technology. If you want to be in great shape in 
a second you what? What’s wrong? No answer here that technology can provide? No simple way to spend 
no energy and eat poorly and still get fit? That is right, there is no quick fix here. There is nothing that will 
ever replace good old fashioned hard work and practice. And not only that, that is where your life 
happens, one plateau at a time. Read the book “Mastery” by Aikido master, George Leonard. This book 
describes the fact that although we are always looking for the quick fix or the upward jump in skills, most 
of the time spent training and practicing is spent on a plateau. Only after diligent practice on that plateau 
over time would there be another surge of upward movement to the next level. He went on to state that as 
he evolved as a student, he stopped looking for the breakthrough and started enjoying the practice and the 
plateau. Think about your own experience. You may have gotten frustrated with your physical or technical 
progress because you thought it was too slow or not enough. You may have even quit at the point when 
progress was right around the corner. Imagine that instead of focusing on the results, you focused on the 
moment. It was there that life was happening.  

Training is not about instant gratification. Anyone looking for constant progress will not stick with 
training for long. The essence of training is the experience of the training, and what you learn about 
yourself through it.  

Training is about the process, not the outcome. If you are always caught up looking for progress, upward 
movement, or a new belt color, you will be missing the most important lessons that are right there in front 
of you. You will get there, and there is one simple thing you need to do it: Consistency. When Thomas 
Edison was asked when he would stop working, he said “I guess the day before I die”. Now that man could 
teach us a lesson or two about consistency. When it comes to your physical training or martial arts or 
anything you have decided to pursue wholeheartedly in your life, you should have the same answer as 
Edison. There is no real destination, no end, and certainly no merit for instant gratification. If you are 
consistent, it demonstrates that you have 2 very important characteristics: Discipline and Perseverance. 
With these two attributes, you cannot be stopped from anything you are looking to achieve. Without them, 
you will never reach any goal you have set for yourself. Think about your own goals that you are working 



toward. Have you been staying consistent toward your goals? Have you been patient and always looked 
for the lessons behind some frustration that you might be experiencing? Have you been attempting to be 
better at what you do each day than the day before? Have you been pressing too hard and thinking that 
you should be more fit, or a higher belt by now? Well, if you answered “yes” to any of these questions, you 
need to take the pressure off yourself and enjoy the ride. Remember, the tighter you hold a handful of 
diamonds trying not to spill them, the more you lose. Loosen your grip on yourself and you will be amazed 
at the progress you may start to make.  

Here is one of the most powerful statements that I tell my athletes daily: Where you are in life is exactly 
where you are supposed to be as a result of the things you have done up until that moment in time. To do 
anything else but accept your current situation would be crazy. The real thing to do is then decide where 
you want to go, use both consistency and patience to get there, and enjoy the ride. It is, after all, the path 
you have chosen in life.  

We hope this article not only helps take unneeded pressure away, but also pushes more people back on 
track toward their goals. Every journey starts with one step and all the steps afterward are equally as 
important. Each workout, every piece of food you put in your mouth, every breath you take, they all add 
up. In the end, you will see there are no little things. Now, get back on the path, and get to work! 

 **Remember to 

1. Always plan ahead for what you are going to eat 

2. Obtain adequate amounts of protein 

3. Work on Flexibility 

4. Supplement your diet with a fish oil and multi-vitamin 

Let me know if I can help.  Email me at architechsports@gmail.com 

God Bless, 

Alan Tyson 

Physical Therapist, Athletic Trainer, Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist 
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